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In this issue of What’s New on Bloomberg Tax I’m pleased to highlight the latest
practice tools and resources to help you navigate tax reform, particularly as you
approach the first tax filing season impacted by many of these changes. To help
ensure that you are providing the most informed advice to your clients or
organization, access our new Tax Reform Guidance Watch which serves as an
indispensable resource for the latest regulatory guidance.
You’ll find our roadmap summaries for concise overviews of lengthy proposed and
final regulations. Listen to related Jumpstart podcasts featuring Bloomberg Tax
editors’ discussing the latest guidance, and access fast answers, primary source
materials and more to help you stay fully informed as guidance continues to be
issued at a rapid pace.

We’re always adding new content and features to Bloomberg Tax. Make sure you
visit the What’s New section on Bloomberg Tax to see new additions. And of
course, visit Bloomberg Tax regularly to stay abreast of news and developments
and to access the latest practice tools, such as our ever growing library of practice
guides and checklists to help you easily tackle the most common transactions.
We wish you a successful busy season.

F E AT U R E D E V E N T – S AV E T H E D A T E
2nd Annual Bloomberg Tax Leadership Forum: Preparing Multinationals for a
Changing Tax Landscape
June 27, 2019
Bloomberg L.P.
New York, NY
The 2017 Tax Cuts and Jobs Act fundamentally changed the tax landscape for
U.S. businesses, as well as had broad implications for multinational corporations.
The leadership forum is a unique opportunity to engage with regulators, policy
leaders, industry experts, corporate tax leaders, and those in the financial services
industry as they adjust to this new climate and look toward business growth in
2020.
Join us to gain deep insights into global tax planning, transfer pricing, and taxation
of digital assets.
Learn more or register here.

REVISED PORTFOLIOS



509-2nd T.M., Principles of Capitalization



365-3rd: ERISA – Fiduciary Responsibility and Prohibited Transactions



754-5th – Consolidated Returns – Elections and Filing

PRODUCT ENHANCEMENTS

New International Homepage
Simplifies international tax treaty access:




Treaties box provides a full listing of agreement types, with links to
each treaty topic.
Treaty Primer now featured in the Expert Analysis section.
Treaty Comparison Tool and Multilateral Instrument Tool can both be
found under Practice Tools.

Treaty Comparison Tool
Allows you to assess and evaluate articles from different international treaties
– within one centralized location. Country choices no longer disappear and
new text appears if a treaty doesn’t address a specific topic.
International Forum Landing Page
Makes it easier to search and browse for current and past topics. It shows a
comparative study of international tax law issues. Each topic includes a fact
pattern and detailed responses from expert practitioners based in 19 major
industrial countries.
Transfer Pricing Forum Landing Page
Presents a comparative study of transfer pricing issues. Each topic includes

a question and detailed responses from expert practitioners based in over 20
major industrial countries.

S P E C I AL R E P O R T S

Opportunity Zones Proposed Regulations Roadmap
Proposed regulations provided guidance relating to the type of gains that may
be deferred, the time by which deferred gain must be invested, and the manner
in which investors may elect to defer specified gains. Included is a definition of
qualified opportunity zone business property. This roadmap highlights key
takeaways from the proposed regulations.
Download your copy today.
Base Erosion and Anti-Abuse Tax Proposed Regulations Roadmap
In 2017 §59A was added to the Code, changing the way certain outbound
payments made by certain taxpayers with substantial gross receipts were taxed.
In December 2018 proposed regulations under §59A contained guidance
regarding the determination of the tax on base erosion payments rules for
determining if a taxpayer was subject to the BEAT rules for determining the
amount of base erosion payments and base erosion tax benefits. Reference this
detailed roadmap for additional guidance.
Download your copy today.
Section 199A Regulations Roadmap
In January 2019, regulations were released that finalized the August 2018
proposed regulations with some modifications. This roadmap highlights
significant differences between the August 2018 proposed regulations and the
final regulations, along with additional changes in the January 2019 proposed
regulations.
Download your copy today.

J U M P S T AR T P O D C AS T S

Fine Tuning an Estate Plan After Death
– Part 2 The second in a two-part podcast
about how to maximize the benefit to
beneficiaries through income tax planning.
Hybrid Arrangements (267A) This
podcast is a discussion surrounding the
new proposed regulations under 267A
conducted by Bloomberg Tax experts.
Trust Planning with §199A This podcast
covers the impacts of §199A as it relates to
existing and future trust-related
arrangements.
Executive Compensation Changes
Impacts of recently issued IRS guidance
made by the 2017 tax act to deferred
compensation.
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